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Susan Dennard returns with a follow up to New York Times bestselling novel Truthwitch.After an
explosion destroys his ship, the world believes Prince Merik, Windwitch, is dead. Scarred yet
alive, Merik is determined to prove his sister’s treachery. Upon reaching the royal capital,
crowded with refugees, he haunts the streets, fighting for the weak—which leads to whispers of
a disfigured demigod, the Fury, who brings justice to the oppressed.When the Bloodwitch
Aeduan discovers a bounty on Iseult, he makes sure to be the first to find her—yet in a surprise
twist, Iseult offers him a deal. She will return money stolen from him, if he locates Safi. Now they
must work together to cross the Witchlands, while constantly wondering, who will betray whom
first?After a surprise attack and shipwreck, Safi and the Empress of Marstok barely escape with
their lives. Alone in a land of pirates, every moment balances on a knife’s edge—especially
when the pirates’ next move could unleash war upon the Witchlands.Sometimes our enemies
are also our only allies…At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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the publisher at: .FOR JENNIFER AND DAVIDBEFOREBlood on the floor.It weeps sideways,
pooling in a moonbeam before the gentle roll of the ship sends it trickling back the other way.The
prince releases the sword’s hilt and rocks back two steps, heart banging against his ribs. He’s
never taken another man’s life before. He wonders if this will change him.The blade stays
upright, lodged in the wood, even as the young man skewered beneath it tries to stand. Each
time the assassin moves, the hole through his abdomen stretches wider. His innards glitter like
silver coins in this half-light.“Who are you?” the prince’s voice rasps out. The first sound he has
made since awakening to a shadow in his cabin.Thank Noden his father’s swords hang above
the bed, ready for the grabbing when assassins strike.“She’s … waiting for you,” the would-be
assassin answers. He attempts once more to rise, this time reaching for the hilt with his bloodied
left hand.No pinkie, the prince notes absently, for his mind is turning over the word she. There is
only one she who would do this. Only one she who wants the prince dead—and she has told him
so herself many times.The prince turns, lips parting to shout the alarm, but then he hears the
man laughing behind him. A hacking sound with too many dimensions. Too much weight.He
turns back. The man’s grip is falling from the sword. He topples back to the wood, with more
blood, more laughter. His right hand pulls something from a pocket in his coat. A clay pot
tumbles free. It rolls across the planks. Through the blood. Out the other side, painting a long,
glistening line across the cabin floor.Then the young assassin gives a final, bloody chuckle
before whispering, “Ignite.”* * *The prince sways upon the barren cliff and watches his warship
burn.Heat roars against him, the black flames of the seafire almost invisible atop the waves. Only
their white, alchemical hearts shine through.The noise consumes everything. The violent crack
and pop of tarred wood that has braved more storms and battles than the prince has years.He
should be dead. His skin is charred to black, his hair singed off entirely, and his lungs burned to
embers.He doesn’t know how he survived. How he held the seafire back long enough for every
man and woman on board to abandon ship. Perhaps he won’t survive. He’s barely standing
now.His crew watches from the beach. Some sob. Some scream. A few even search the shore,
the waves. But most simply stare as the prince does.They don’t know that an assassin has
come. They don’t know that she is waiting for news of his death.The princess of Nubrevna. Vivia



Nihar.She will try to kill the prince again, if she learns this attempt has failed. Then his people,
his crew will be at risk once more. Which is why, as he sinks to the ground, he decides these
sailors must never learn he still lives. They must think him dead, and Vivia must think him dead
too.One for the sake of many.Darkness creeps along the edge of his vision now. His eyes finally
shut, and he recalls something his aunt once said: “The holiest always have the farthest to
fall.”They do, he thinks, and I am perfect proof of it.Then Merik Nihar, prince of Nubrevna, slips
into a black and dreamless sleep.ONEThere were advantages to being a dead man.Merik Nihar,
prince of Nubrevna and former admiral to the Nubrevnan navy, wished he’d considered dying a
long time ago. He got so much more done as a corpse.Such as right now. He’d come to
Judgment Square at the heart of Lovats for a reason, and that reason was tucked inside a low
hut, an extension of the prison behind it, where records were kept. There was one prisoner in
particular Merik needed information on. A prisoner with no left pinkie, who now resided beyond
the final shelf, deep in Noden’s watery Hell.Merik sank into the hood of his tan cloak. True, his
face was scarcely recognizable thanks to the burns, and his hair was only just beginning to grow
back, but the covering offered safety in the madness of Judgment Square.Or Goshorn Square,
as it was sometimes called, thanks to the enormous goshorn oak at the center.The pale trunk,
as wide as a lighthouse and easily as tall, was dented to high hell-waters, and its branches
hadn’t seen green in decades. That tree, Merik thought, as he eyed the longest branch, looks
like it might soon join me in death.All day long, tides of traffic poured through the square, driven
by curiosity. Who would be forced into public shame? Shackled to the stones without food or
reprieve? Who would feel the burning snap of a rope—followed by the cold kiss of Noden’s
Hagfishes?Desperation brought people in droves. Families came to beg the Nubrevnan soldiers
for mercy on their loved ones, and the homeless came to beg for food, for shelter, for pity of any
kind.But no one had pity or mercy to spare these days. Not even Merik Nihar.He’d already done
all he could—given up all he could for a trade agreement with the Hasstrel estate in Cartorra.
He’d almost negotiated one with the Marstoks as well, but ultimately death had come too soon.A
family blocked Merik’s way now. A woman and her two boys, each of them shouting at anyone
who passed by.“No crime in being hungry!” they hollered in unison. “Free us and feed us! Free
us and feed us!” The older boy, wildly tall and skinny as a brittlestar, rounded on Merik.“No crime
in being hungry!” He heaved in close. “Free us and feed—”Merik sidestepped the boy before
twirling left around his brother and finally shooting past the mother. She was the loudest of the
three, with her sun-bleached hair and a face lined with fury.Merik knew that feeling well, for it
was fury that fueled him ever onward. Even as pain cut through his body and blisterings on his
chest were scraped open by homespun.Others in the area picked up the chant. Free us and feed
us! No crime in being hungry! Merik found his steps settling into a quick clip to match the rhythm
of that cry. So few people in the Witchlands had magic, much less magic of any real use. They
survived by the whim of nature—or the whim of witches—and their own unrelenting grit.Merik
reached the gallows at the oak’s fat trunk. Six ropes dangled from a middle branch, limp coils in
the midmorning heat. Yet as Merik tried to skirt the empty stage, he caught sight of a tall figure,



pale-headed and hulkingly framed.Kullen. The name grazed across Merik’s heart, sucking the
air from his lungs before his brain could catch up and say, No, not Kullen. Never Kullen.For
Kullen had cleaved in Lejna two weeks ago. He had died in Lejna two weeks ago. He would
never be coming back.Without thinking, Merik’s fists shot out. He punched the gallows stage,
pain bursting in his knuckles—at once grounding. At once real.Again he punched. Harder this
time, wondering why his insides spun. He had paid his dues to Kullen’s ghost. He had bought
that shrine on the hillside, using the one remaining gold button from his admiral’s coat, and he’d
prayed for the Hagfishes to give Kullen quick passage beyond the final shelf.After that, it was
supposed to stop hurting. This was supposed to stop hurting.Eventually, the tall figure was gone
and Merik’s bleeding knuckles stung more brightly than the past. Merik forced himself onward,
elbows out and hood low. For if Safiya fon Hasstrel could reach that pier in Lejna despite
Marstoks and Cleaved in her way—if she could do all that for a nation that wasn’t even her own,
for a trade agreement with her family—then Merik could certainly finish what he’d come here to
do.Curse his mind for going to her, though. Merik had done so well at avoiding memories of Safi
since the explosion. Since his old world had ended and this new one had begun. Not because
he didn’t want to think about her. Noden save him, but that last moment he’d shared with her …
No, no—Merik would not dwell. There was no point in remembering the taste of Safi’s skin
against his lips, not when his lips were now broken. Not when his entire body was ruined and
wretched to behold.Besides, dead men weren’t supposed to care.On he charged through filth
and body odor. A tide that fought back. A storm with no eye. Each smack of limbs against Merik’s
shoulders or hands sent pain scuttling through him.He reached the irons. Fifty prisoners waited
here, shackled to the stones and crispy from the sun. A fence surrounded them, indifferent to the
people pressing in from the outside.They begged the guards to give their sons water. Their
wives shade. Their fathers release. Yet the two soldiers who waited at the fence’s gate—inside,
to keep from being trampled—showed no more interest in the hungry of Lovats than they did the
prisoners they were meant to guard.In fact, so bored were these two soldiers that they played
taro to while away the time. One wore an iris-blue strip of cloth at his biceps, a mourning band to
show respect for his dead prince. The other kept the band draped across a knee.At the sight of
that cloth—just lying there, unused—a fresh, furious wind ignited in Merik’s chest. He had given
so much for Nubrevna, and this was all it had earned him: a hollow, false grief. Outward shows,
like the wreaths and streamers draped across the city, that couldn’t truly mask how little anyone
cared their prince was dead.Vivia had seen to that.Thank Noden, Merik soon arrived at the hut,
for he could keep his winds and temper contained for only so long—and the fuse was almost
burned up.The crowds spat him out before orange walls streaked in bird shit, and Merik cut
toward a door on the south side. Always locked, but not impenetrable.“Open up!” Merik
bellowed. He knocked once at the door—a mistake. The newly splintered skin on his knuckles
sloughed off. “I know you’re in there!”No response. At least none that Merik could hear, but that
was all right. He let the heat in his body grow. Strengthen. Gust.Then he knocked again, feeling
the wind curl around him as he did so. “Hurry! It’s madness out here!”The latch jiggled. The door



creaked back … And Merik shoved in. With fists, with force, with wind.The soldier on the other
side stood no chance. He toppled back, the whole hut shuddering from the force of his fall.
Before he could rise, Merik had the door closed behind him. He advanced on the man, his winds
chasing. Tearing up papers in a cyclone that felt so blighted good.It had been too long since
Merik had let his winds unfurl and his magic stretch wide. Fire built in his belly, a rage that
blustered and blew. That had kept his stomach full when food had not. Air billowed around him,
sweeping in and out in time to his breaths.The soldier—middle-aged, sallow-skinned—stayed
on the ground with his hands to protect his face. Clearly, he’d decided surrender was his safest
option.Too bad. Merik would’ve loved a fight. Instead, he forced his eyes to scour the room. He
used his winds too, coaxing them outward. Letting the vibrations on the air tell him where other
bodies might wait. Where other breaths might curl. Yet no one hid in the dark corners, and the
door into the main prison remained firmly shut.So at last, with careful control, Merik returned his
attention to the soldier. His magic softened, dropping papers to the floor before he eased off his
hood, fighting the pain that skittered down his scalp.Then Merik waited, to see if the soldier
would recognize him.Nothing. In fact, the instant the man lowered his hands, he shrank back.
“What are you?”“Angry.” Merik advanced a single step. “I seek someone recently released from a
second time in the irons.”The man shot a scattered glance around the room. “I’ll need more
information. Sir. An age or crime or release date—”“I don’t have that.” Merik claimed another step
forward, and this time the soldier frantically scrambled upright. Away from Merik and grabbing for
the nearest papers.“I met this prisoner”—I killed this prisoner—“eleven days ago.” Merik paused,
thinking back to the moonbeam. “He was brown-skinned with long black hair, and he had two
stripes tattooed beneath his left eye.”Two stripes. Two times in the Judgment Square
irons.“And…” Merik lifted his left hand. The skin bore shades of healing red and brown, except
where new blood cracked along his knuckles. “The prisoner had no pinkie.”“Garren Leeri!” the
soldier cried, nodding. “I remember him, all right. He was part of the Nines, back before we
cracked down on the Skulks’ gangs. Though the second time we arrested him, it was for petty
theft.”“Indeed. And what exactly happened to Garren after his time was served?”“He was sold,
sir.”Merik’s nostrils flared. Sold was not something he’d known could happen to prisoners, and
with that thought, disgusted heat awoke in his lungs. Merik didn’t fight it—he simply let it kick out
to rattle the papers near his feet.One such paper flipped up, slapping against the soldier’s shin.
In an instant, the man was trembling again. “It doesn’t happen often. Sir. Selling people, I mean.
Just when we’ve no room in the prison—and we only sell people convicted for petty crimes.
They work off their time instead.”“And to whom”—Merik dipped his head sideways—“did you sell
this man named Garren?”“To Pin’s Keep, sir. They regularly buy prisoners to work the clinic. Give
them second chances.”“Ah.” Merik could barely bite back a smile. Pin’s Keep was a shelter for
the poorest of Lovats. It had been a project of Merik’s mother, and upon the queen’s death, it had
passed directly to Vivia.How easy. Just like that, Merik had found the sinew binding Garren to
Vivia. All he lacked was tangible proof—something physical that he could hand to the High
Council showing, beyond any doubt, that his sister was a murderer. That she was not fit to



rule.Now he had a lead. A good one.Before Merik could loose a smile, the sound of metal
scraping on wood filled the room.Merik turned as the outside door swung in and met the eyes of
a startled young guard.Well, this was unfortunate.For the guard.Out snapped Merik’s winds,
grabbing the guard like a doll. Then in they whipped, and he was flung straight for Merik.Whose
fist was ready.Merik’s torn knuckles connected with the guard’s jaw. Full speed. A hurricane
against a mountain. The guard was out in an instant, and as his limp form crumpled, Merik threw
a glance at the first soldier.But the older man was at the door to the prison now, fumbling with a
lock to escape and muttering, “Too old for this. Too old for this.”Hell-waters. A flash of guilt hit
Merik’s chest. He had what he’d come for, and hanging around was simply asking for more
trouble. So he left the soldier to his escape and slung toward the hut’s open door.Only to stop
halfway as a screeching woman tumbled inside. “There’s no crime in being hungry! Free us and
feed us!”It was that woman, and her two sons straggled in behind. Noden hang him, but hadn’t
Merik had enough interruptions for one day?The answer was no, apparently he had not.Upon
spotting the unconscious guard and then Merik’s unhooded face, the woman fell completely
silent. Totally still. There was something in her bloodshot eyes, something hopeful.“You,” she
breathed. Then she stumbled forward, arms outstretched. “Please, Fury, we’ve done nothing
wrong.”Merik yanked up his hood, the pain briefly louder than any sounds. Brighter too, even as
the woman and her sons closed in.Her hands grabbed Merik’s hand. “Please, Fury!” she
repeated, and inwardly Merik winced at that title. Was he truly so grotesque? “Please, sir! We’ve
been good and given our respects to your shrine! We don’t deserve your wrath—we just want to
feed our families!”Merik tore himself free. Skin split beneath her fingernails. Any moment now,
soldiers would be pouring in from the records office, and though Merik could fight these boys
and their mother, that would only draw attention.“Free us and feed us, you said?” Merik scooped
a ring of keys from the unconscious guard’s belt. “Take these.”The cursed woman cowered back
from Merik’s outstretched hand.And now he was out of time. The familiar sound of a wind-drum
was booming outside. Soldiers needed, said the beat, in Judgment Square.So Merik flung the
keys at the nearest son, who caught them clumsily. “Free the prisoners if you want, but be quick
about it. Because now would be a good time for all of us to run.”Then Merik thrust into the
crowds, bobbing low and moving fast. For though the woman and her sons lacked the good
sense to flee, Merik Nihar did not.After all, even dead men could have lives they didn’t want to
lose.TWOThis was not Azmir.Safiya fon Hasstrel might have been a poor geography student,
but even she knew this crescent-moon bay was not the capital of Marstok. Though weasels piss
on her, she wished it were.Anything would be more interesting than staring at the same
turquoise waves she’d been staring at for the past week, so at odds with the dark, dense jungle
beyond. For here, on the easternmost edge of the Contested Lands—a long peninsula of no-
man’s-land that didn’t quite belong to the pirate factions in Saldonica and didn’t quite belong to
the empires either—there was absolutely nothing of interest to do.Paper whispered behind Safi,
almost in time to the sea’s swell, and overtop it sang the infinitely calm voice of the Empress of
Marstok. All day long, she worked through missives and messages on a low table at the center



of her cabin, stopping only to update Safi on some complicated political alliance or recent shift in
her empire’s southern borders.It was excruciatingly dull, and the simple truth was, at least in
Safi’s opinion, that pretty people should not be allowed to lecture. Nothing negated beauty faster
than boredom.“Are you listening, Domna?”“Of course I am, Your Majesty!” Safi twirled around,
her white gown billowing. She batted her eyelashes for an extra dose of innocence.Vaness
wasn’t buying it. Her heart-shaped face had hardened, and Safi didn’t think she was imagining
how the empress’s iron belt rippled and grooved like two snakes sliding past each other.Vaness
was, according to scholars, the youngest, most powerful empress in all of the Witchlands history.
She was also, according to legend, the strongest, most vicious Ironwitch who had ever lived,
having felled an entire mountain when she was only seven years old. And, of course, according
to Safi, Vaness was the most beautiful, most elegant woman who had ever graced the world with
her presence.Yet none of that mattered because gods below, Vaness was tedious.No card
games, no jokes, no exciting stories by Firewitch flame—nothing at all to make this wait more
bearable. They’d dropped anchor here a week before, hiding first from a Cartorran cutter. Then
from a Cartorran armada. Everyone had been braced for a naval battle …That had never come.
And while Safi knew this to be a good thing—war was senseless, as Habim always said—she’d
also learned that waiting all day long was her own form of private hell.Especially since her entire
life had been upended two and a half weeks ago. A surprise betrothal to the Emperor of Cartorra
had pulled her into a cyclone of conspiracy and escape. She’d learned her uncle, a man she’d
spent her whole life loathing, was behind some massive, wide-scale plan to bring peace to the
Witchlands.Then, because Safi’s life wasn’t complicated enough already, she’d discovered that
she and her Threadsister Iseult might be the mythical Cahr Awen, whose duty it was to heal
magic across the Witchlands.The empress cleared her throat emphatically, snapping Safi’s mind
back to the present.“My treaty with the Baedyed Pirates is incredibly important for Marstok.”
Vaness lifted her eyebrows sternly. “It took years to come to an agreement with them, and
thousands of lives will be saved because of it—you are not even listening now, Domna!”This was
not entirely untrue, yet Safi took offense at the empress’s tone. After all, she’d been wearing her
best I-am-a-perfect-student face, and Vaness really ought to appreciate that. It wasn’t as if Safi
ever bothered to school her features with her mentors, Mathew and Habim. Nor even with
Iseult.Safi’s throat tightened. Instinctively, she grabbed for the Threadstone resting against her
collarbone. Every few minutes, she’d haul out the uncut ruby and stare into its flickering depths.It
was supposed to light up if Iseult was in danger. Yet not a flash so far. Not a peep. This had
soothed Safi at first—it was all she’d had to cling to, really. Her only connection to her
Threadsister. Her better half. Her logical get-Safi-out-of-trouble half. The person who never
would have let Safi agree to join the empress.In hindsight, Safi could see what a fool’s bargain
she’d made, offering up her Truthwitchery so the empress could root out corruption in her
Marstoki court. Safi had thought herself oh so noble and oh so self-sacrificing, for by joining
Vaness, Safi was helping the dying nation of Nubrevna win trade.The truth was, though, that she
was stuck. On a ship. In the middle of nowhere. With only the Empress of Insipid for



company.“Sit with me,” Vaness ordered, cutting through Safi’s self-inflicted misery. “Since you
clearly do not care for Baedyed politics, perhaps this message will interest you.”Safi’s interest
perked up. A message. Already this afternoon had turned more enticing than yesterday’s.Resting
her hands on her own iron belt, she crossed the lolling cabin to an empty bench opposite the
empress. Vaness rifled through a stack of mismatched papers, the slightest scowl knitting her
brow.It brought to mind a different face often pinched with a frown. A different leader who, like
the Empress of Marstok, put his people’s lives forever above his own.Merik.Safi’s lungs
expanded. Her traitorous cheeks warmed. It was only one kiss they’d shared, so really, this blush
could stop now.As if answering her thoughts, Safi glimpsed a single name atop the page Vaness
now withdrew: Prince of Nubrevna. Her pulse quickened. Maybe this was it—maybe, finally, she
would have news of the world and the people she’d left behind.Before she could learn anything
or catch any words, though, the door to the empress’s cabin burst wide. A man rushed in,
dressed as a sailor in Marstoki green. He spotted Safi and Vaness, and for two heartbeats, he
simply stared.False. The word fretted down Safi’s spine, her Truthwitchery tingling. A warning
that what she saw was a lie. That duplicity now gaped at her while he lifted a single hand.“Look
out!” Safi tried to grab for the empress, tried to yank them both down for cover. But she was too
slow. The sailor had pulled the trigger on his pistol.It fired with a crack!The shot never
connected. It halted midair, a spinning ball of iron mere inches from the empress’s face.Then a
blade cut through the attacker’s back and a bloodied steel tip erupted from his belly. A singing
slice that severed spine and organ and skin.The sword ripped back. The body fell. The leader of
Vaness’s personal guards appeared, dressed in black from head to toe, his blade dripping with
blood.The Adder High. “Assassin.” He offered the word so calmly. “You know what to do, Your
Majesty.”Without another word, he was gone.The iron shot finally dropped from the air. It
clattered to the floor and rolled, the sound lost to a sudden roaring of voices outside.“Come,”
was all Vaness said. Then, as if she feared Safi might not listen, she tightened the iron belt at
Safi’s waist and yanked her toward the door with her magic.Safi had no choice but to hurry after,
despite the swelling horror in her throat. Despite the questions flinging across her mind.They
reached the assassin. Vaness slowed long enough to glance down. She sniffed dismissively,
lifting her black skirts, and stepped across his corpse. Her feet tracked blood on the other
side.Safi, meanwhile, made sure to step around.She also made sure not to look at the man’s
dead eyes. Blue and staring straight at the caulked ceiling.Outside, chaos had taken hold, yet
Vaness faced it all without emotion. A flick of her hands and the iron shackles at her wrists
melted outward into four thin walls that encased her and Safi. A shield. The empress then cut left
across the deck. Voices hollered in Marstoki, all of them muffled and tinny.Yet fully
understandable. A second assassin was thought to be on board, and the Adders and the crew
had to find him.“Faster,” Vaness commanded Safi, and the belt towed harder.“Where are we
going?” Safi shouted back. She saw nothing inside this shield save the perfect, clear sky
above.Soon enough Safi had an answer. They reached the warship’s launch gig, stored astern
and suspended for easy release into the waves. Vaness melted her front shield into a set of



steps, which she immediately ascended.Then they were in the swinging boat, iron spreading
around the gig’s edges. Walls to keep them safe. But no roof, no protection against the voice
now roaring, “He’s belowdecks!”Vaness met Safi’s eyes. “Hold on,” she warned. Then her hands
rose, chains clanked, and the gig lurched.They dropped to the waves. Safi almost toppled off her
seat, and spindrift sprayed in—followed by a sticky, salty breeze as Safi righted herself. It was all
so calm, so quiet down here. Her knees bounced—how could it be so serene when violence
ruled nearby?The calm was a lie, for a single breath later, a burst of brilliant light stormed above
the shields, glittery with glass and power. The boat flew back, tipping dangerously.Last of all
came the thunder. Violent. Scalding. Alive.The ship had blown up.Flames charged against the
shield, yet the empress held the onslaught at bay. Paper-thin, the shields spread, coating the
entire gig. Protecting Vaness and Safi against raging heat and cuffing the hell-fires to a muted
roar.Blood dripped from the empress’s nose, and her muscles quaked. A sign she could not hold
her shield against the madness forever.So Safi snatched up the oars from the gig’s belly. Not
once did she consider if this was what she should do—just as she would not consider swimming
when trapped beneath a tide. There were oars and a shore to aim for, so she acted.Seeing what
Safi intended, Vaness formed two holes in the shield for the oars. Smoke and heat gushed
in.Safi ignored it, even as her fingers burned and as her lungs filled with salty smoke.Stroke after
stroke, she carried Vaness and herself away from death, until at last the gig thunked against dark
gravel. Until at last, the empress allowed her iron shield to fall. It coiled back into decorative
shackles at her wrists, giving Safi a full view of the black flames burning before them.Seafire.Its
dark thirst could not be slaked. Wind could not snuff it out. Water only fanned its resinous flames
all the higher.Safi scooped her arms around the flagging empress and dragged them both into
the soft waves. She felt no relief at having survived this attack. No heady satisfaction surged
through her because she’d made it to shore. She felt only a growing emptiness. A gathering dark.
For this was her life now. Not boredom and lectures, but hell-flames and assassins. Massacres
and endless flight.And no one could save her from it but herself.I could run right now, she
thought, eyeing the long shoreline—the mangroves and palm trees beyond. The empress
wouldn’t even notice. Probably wouldn’t care either.If Safi aimed southwest, she would
eventually reach the Pirate Republic of Saldonica. The only civilization—if it could be called that
—and the only place to find a ship out of here. Yet she was almost certain that she could not
survive in that cesspool of humanity alone.Her fingers moved to her Threadstone, for now that
Safi’s life hung on a knife’s edge, the ruby had finally flared to life.If Iseult were here, then Safi
could charge off into that jungle without a second thought. With Iseult, Safi was brave. She was
strong. She was fearless. But Safi had no idea where her Threadsister was, nor any clue when
she’d see her again—or if she’d see her again.Which meant, for now, Safi’s chances were better
with the Empress of Marstok.Once the warship had burned to a flaming skeleton and the heat off
the attack had drawn back, Safi turned to Vaness. The empress stood rooted to the ground, stiff
as the iron she controlled.Ash streaked her skin. Two lines of blood dried beneath her nose.“We
need to hide,” Safi croaked. Gods below, she needed water. Cold, soothing salt-free water. “The



fire will draw the Cartorran armada to us.”Ever so slowly, the empress cracked her gaze from the
horizon and fixed it on Safi. “There might,” she growled, “be survivors.”Safi’s lips pressed thin,
but she didn’t argue. And perhaps it was that lack of argument that set Vaness’s shoulders to
sinking ever so slightly.“We aim for Saldonica,” was all the Empress of Marstok said next. Then
she set off with Safi stalking behind, across the rocky beach and toward the gathering
dark.THREEStasis, Iseult det Midenzi told herself for the thousandth time since dawn. Stasis in
your fingers and in your toes.Not that she could feel her fingers or her toes. She’d been sprinting
downhill in this freezing mountain stream for what seemed an eternity. Twice she’d fallen, and
twice she’d dunked herself head to foot.But she couldn’t stop. She just had to keep running.
Although to where had been a recurring question. If she’d read her map correctly all those hours
ago, before the Cleaved had picked up her scent and started chasing, then she must be
somewhere near the northernmost tip of the Contested Lands.Which meant no settlements to
take refuge in. No people to save her from what hunted behind.For a week, Iseult had been
traveling toward Marstok. The dead, lowlands around Lejna had eventually turned steep. Hilly.
Iseult had never been anywhere that wasn’t flat enough to see the sky. Oh, she’d seen
snowcapped peaks and craggy foothills in illustrations and she’d heard Safi describe them, but
she never could have guessed how small they would make her feel. How cut off and trapped,
when hills blocked her vision of the sky.It was made all the worse by the complete absence of
Threads. As a Threadwitch, Iseult could see the Threads that build, the Threads that bind, the
Threads that break. A thousand colors to shimmer over her at every moment of every day.
Except that without people, there were no Threads—and without Threads, there was no added
color to fill her eyes, her mind.Iseult was and had been alone for days. She’d trekked over pine
needle carpets, and only the hundreds of trees creaking in the wind had kept her company. Yet
no matter the terrain, Iseult had moved carefully. Never leaving a mark, never leaving a trail, and
always, always moving east.Until this morning.Four Cleaved had picked up Iseult’s trail. She had
no idea where they’d come from or how they had followed. This salamander-fiber cloak that the
Bloodwitch Aeduan had given her two weeks ago was meant to block her scent from the
Cleaved, yet it had, thus far, failed her. Iseult could feel the black corruption of Cleaved Threads
still hunting.And they gained ground with each passing minute.I should wrap the Threadstone,
Iseult thought vaguely, a distant thrum of inner dialogue to weave between her stamping,
splashing footsteps. Wrap it in a bit of cloth so it doesn’t keep bruising me when I run.She’d
thought this particular refrain at least a hundred times now, for this wasn’t the first time she had
found herself sprinting over rough forest terrain. Yet every time she’d finally been able to pause
and duck beneath a log, she’d been so focused on catching her breath or straining her witchery
for some sign of pursuing Threads that she’d forgotten to wrap the Threadstone. At least until it
started bruising her again.Other times, Iseult would tumble so deeply into daydreams that she’d
forget her surroundings entirely for a bit. She’d imagine what it might be like to actually be the
Cahr Awen.Iseult and Safi had gone in the Origin Well of Nubrevna. They had touched its spring,
and an earthquake had rolled through the land. I have found the Cahr Awen, Monk Evrane had



then told Iseult and Safi, and you have awoken the Water Well.For Safi, that title made perfect
sense. She was sunshine and simplicity. Of course she would be the Light-Bringer half of the
Cahr Awen. But Iseult was not the opposite of Safi. She wasn’t starshine or complexity. She
wasn’t anything at all.Unless I am. Unless I can be.Iseult would drift asleep with those thoughts
to warm her.Today, though, was the first time Threadstone had ever flashed—a sign Iseult was
truly in danger. She just hoped that, wherever Safi might be right now, she wasn’t panicking at
the sight of her own blinking stone.Iseult also hoped that the stone flared only for her, for if it
glowed because Safi was also threatened …No, Iseult couldn’t worry like that. All she could do
right now was run.To think, it had been only two weeks since all hell-fire had broken loose in
Lejna. Since Iseult had lost Safi to the Marstoks, had rescued Merik from a collapsed building,
and had decided she would go after her Threadsister no matter what.Iseult had scoured the
ghost city of Lejna after that, until she had found Mathew’s abandoned coffee shop. There’d
been food in the kitchen, and clean water too. She’d even found a sack of silver coins in the
cellar.When no one had come for her after eight days, though, Iseult had been forced to assume
no one ever would. Dom Eron had likely heard of Safi’s kidnapping by the Empress of Marstok;
Habim, Mathew, and Eron were likely headed after her now.Leaving Iseult with no choice but to
set off at a steady pace northeast, sleeping by day, traveling by night. For there were only two
types of people in the forests of the Witchlands: those who tried to kill you and those who got
you killed. Both camps were best avoided.Yet in the darkness that Iseult traveled by, there were
other things waiting. Shadows and breezes and memories she couldn’t lock away. She thought
about Safi. She thought about her mother. She thought about Corlant and his cursed arrow that
had almost taken her life. She thought of the Cleaved from Lejna and the teardrop-shaped scar
they’d left behind.And she thought of the Puppeteer, who tried endlessly to invade Iseult’s
dreams. A Weaverwitch, she called herself, all while insisting Iseult was just like her. But the
Puppeteer cleaved people and controlled their Threads. Iseult could—would—never do
that.Mostly, Iseult thought about death. Her own. After all, she had only a single cutlass and she
traveled toward a future that might not exist.A future that could end very soon, if the Cleaved
behind finally caught up. When they caught up, for Iseult was no good at this. It was why she
relied so deeply on Safi—the one who could intuit with her bounding feet, escape with only
instinct to drive her. Iseult was her own worst enemy in these breakneck situations, and she was
letting fear drown out her Threadwitch reason.Until she caught sight of the morning glories. A
carpet of them alongside the stream. Seemingly wild. Seemingly harmless.But not wild. Not
harmless.Iseult was out of the stream in a heartbeat. Her numb feet tripped her as she
scrambled up the stream’s side. She fell; her hands caught her, wrists snapping back.She didn’t
notice, didn’t care, for there were morning glories everywhere she looked. Almost invisible in the
mottled shadows, but unmissable if you knew how to look. Unmissable if you were a
Nomatsi.Though it looked like an innocent deer path cut into the pines, Iseult knew a Nomatsi
road when she saw one. Meant to protect the tribes from outsiders, these trap-lined trails were
certain death for anyone the caravan had not invited in.Iseult had certainly not been invited, yet



surely, as a fellow Nomatsi, she would not be deemed “outsider.”She kicked into a stiff march
away from the stream. No more running, for a single false step would trigger the Poisonwitched
mist these morning glories were meant to hide.There. She spotted the branch in the ground,
wishbone shaped, with one kinked prong aiming north and one aiming south.The way out of the
Nomatsi road. Or the way deeper into it.Iseult slowed her pace even more, easing around pine
tree after pine tree. She crouched over a mossy stone. She tiptoed, she stalked, she scarcely
breathed.The Cleaved were so close now. Black Threads curdled and strained into her
awareness, hungry and foul. In minutes, they would be upon her.But that was all right, for up
ahead was the next branch hammered into the earth, seamlessly woven into the forest. Clawed
bear traps ahead, the branch alerted.To the Cleaved, though, it would alert nothing at all. Not
until their legs were trapped in iron teeth too strong for any man to pry apart.The urge to sprint
shook through Iseult’s legs. To bolt past these bear traps tucked in the fern-frilled clearing before
her. She grabbed her Threadstone, squeezed tight, and kept her pace steady. Stasis, stasis,
stasis. She counted six traps before she reached the other side.Then she was past, and now
she could run. Just in time too, for behind her, the Nomatsi road awoke. Poisonwitch mists
erupted, a heated charge rising in the distance. It juddered through the air, scratched down
Iseult’s spine.The Cleaved had triggered it, yet the mist had no effect. The hunters were still
coming.Iseult pumped her legs faster. Her breath came in punctuated gasps. If she could get just
a bit farther, then maybe she could escape entirely.The bear traps snapped to life, clanging like
midnight chimes. A howling burst out, torn from depraved throats. Four sets of Threads snapped
and fought against the steel holding their legs.Iseult did not slow. She had to get ahead while
she could, for this lead might be short-lived. Ferns and pine needles crashed beneath her feet.
She had no idea where her heels would plant next. All she could see were the masts of pine
trees. Saplings, trunks, roots—she sprinted around them. Twisted her ankles and jammed her
knees.Speed was a mistake. Nomatsi roads weren’t meant to be crossed quickly. They
demanded time. They demanded respect.So it should have come as no surprise when Iseult
reached a clearing and the solid ground abruptly gave way. It should have come as no surprise
when a net snapped up to yank her high into the trees.She yelped. Then flew straight upward,
only to stop, dangling and swaying.Iseult’s breath sawed in. Razored out. At least, she thought
vaguely, I still have my cutlass. Though little good it would do her when she was hanging twenty
feet in the air.Or when a Cleaved strode to the center of the clearing, black blood trailing behind.
His posture was bent. He was missing half his foot, and his skin roiled with whatever magic had
erupted within to cleave him. Yet he moved with unusual focus. None of the mindless, frenetic
violence typical of a Cleaved.Then Iseult realized why. Severed Threads drifted lazily above him,
stretching into the sky. Almost invisible.The Puppeteer. Just as she’d done in Lejna to the
Marstoki Adders and sailors, the Puppeteer must have cleaved these men from afar. And she
must now be controlling them too.At that realization, Threads began winking out. One by one,
the Cleaved still locked in iron traps were dying. As if the Puppeteer had decided their time was
up and snipped apart their Severed Threads.Yet the man below still lived. He continued to prowl,



leaving Iseult with only one option: she would have to cut herself down and try to kill the Cleaved
before he killed her.Iseult never got to make that move, before the hunter scuffled over a second
trap. A net ripped from the soil, slinging him upward. Ropes squeaked. He struggled and fought
and howled, mere feet from Iseult until he too was abruptly silenced, his Threads vanishing in a
hiss of shriveling black.The Puppeteer had killed him, leaving Iseult all alone on a Nomatsi
road.Iseult couldn’t help it: she laughed. She had finally claimed the pause she so desperately
needed. She had finally evaded her hunters, and this was where it landed her.Iseult’s laughter
quickly dissolved. Trickled away on a swoop of cold.For if Esme had sent these Cleaved to hunt
her, Iseult could only assume she would do so again.Worry about that later, she told herself. For
now, she had no opponents, and her biggest worry was cutting herself down without breaking
any bones in the process.“Oh, goat tits,” she murmured, invoking one of Safi’s favorite oaths and
grabbing at her Threadstone—no longer flashing—for the burst of strength she liked to pretend it
gave her.Then without another word or thought, and with only Threadwitch focus to guide her,
Iseult set to sawing herself free.FOURAs Merik dipped and wove down Hawk’s Way, a crowded
street that bisected Lovats from one end to the other and hugged the River Timetz, he prayed
the storm rolling in would hold off just a few more hours. Long enough for him to get to proper
shelter. Maybe long enough for him to find a proper meal too.He needed his strength back
before he ventured to Pin’s Keep.Each breath Merik swallowed was spiced with rain about to
break. Thunder rumbled beneath the wind-drums’ song across Lovats. Soldiers needed in
Judgment Square.Lucky for Merik, he was a full mile from Judgment Square now, lost in the
mayhem of Hawk’s Way, with its crisscrossing bridges and zigzagging side streets. The buildings
leaned like sailors after a night drinking, and at each intersection, wreaths of last autumn’s oak
leaves hung from corner to corner.The amber and yellow shades never failed to catch Merik’s
eyes when he passed. So much of the Nihar lands had never seen an autumn harvest—or a
spring rebirth—in the years that Merik had lived there. So much of the soil still festered with
Dalmotti poison.But the poison had never reached Lovats far to the northeast, so braiding oak
leaves with strands of sage and mint, with sunbursts of fire and green, was still quite possible
here. These wreaths were for the royal funeral in three days. For Merik’s funeral.What a twisted
sense of humor Noden had.On Merik hurried, the call for soldiers still hammering strong, even
as he hopped the worn granite steps into an ancient temple off Hawk’s Way. This temple was as
old as Lovats itself, and time had smoothed away the six columns waiting at the shadowy
entrance.The Hagfishes. Noden’s messengers, tasked with carrying the dead beyond the
farthest shelf, deep down to the god’s court at the bottom of the sea. Now all that remained of
the sculptures were iron rings at waist level and the faintest outlines of faces above.Merik
followed a line of light inside, aiming for the farthest wall of the temple. The air cooled with each
step; the wind-drums’ call softened. Gradually, all sunlight faded, replaced by two halfhearted
lamps hanging above a stone Noden on his throne at the temple’s heart.The space was mostly
empty at this time of day. Only two old ladies waited within, and they were currently headed out.“I
hope there’s bread at the funeral,” said one of the women. Her reedy voice bounced off the



granite god. “The Lindays handed out bread at the queen’s funeral—do you remember
that?”“Don’t get too excited,” her companion muttered back. “I heard there might not be a
funeral.”This hooked Merik’s attention. He slunk behind the throne and listened. “My nephew
Rayet is a page at the palace,” the second woman continued, “and he told me that the princess
didn’t react at all when she heard the news of the prince’s murder.”Of course she didn’t. Merik’s
arms folded over his chest, fingers digging into his tender biceps.“Did your nephew know who
killed the prince? That butcher at the end of Hawk’s Way told me it was the Marstoks, but then
my neighbor said it was the Cartorrans…” Her voice faded into muffled nothing, and Merik didn’t
try to follow.He’d heard enough. More than enough. Of course Vivia would cancel the funeral. He
could practically hear her drawling voice: Why waste food on the people when the troops could
use it instead?She cared only for power. For claiming the crown that the High Council had, thank
Noden, still not given her. But if the king’s illness worsened—if he passed on as everyone
believed Merik had—then there would be no keeping Vivia from the throne.Abandoning the
statue of the god, Merik moved to the two frescoes on the back wall.On the right stood Lady
Baile, patron saint of change, seasons, and crossroads. Noden’s Right Hand, they called her,
and the lamp’s fire shimmered across golden wheat in her left hand, a silver trout in her right. Her
skin was painted like a night sky, black with pinpricks of white, while the fox-shaped mask across
her face shone blue. She stood upon a field of green, all colors on the fresco recently refreshed,
as were the golden words beneath her:Though we cannot always seethe blessing in the
loss.Strength is the gift of our Lady Baileand she will never abandon us.Merik’s gaze flicked to a
copper urn resting before her, overflowing with wood and silver coins. Offerings for her kindness.
A petition for her to whisper in Noden’s ear, Help them.In vibrant heaps at the urn’s base lay
wreaths of last year’s leaves, of sage and mint and rosemary—gifts to honor the dead. Merik
wondered if any had been placed for Kullen.Then his chest clenched. He twisted away, fixing his
gaze on the second fresco. On Noden’s Left Hand. The patron saint of justice, of vengeance, of
rage.The Fury.That was what the woman in Judgment Square had called Merik. She’d meant it
as a title. She’d meant it as a prayer.Bald, scarred, and hulking, the saint of all things broken
bore only the name of his true nature. His one calling. He brought justice to the wronged and
punishment to the wicked, and while Lady Baile was as beautiful as life itself, the Fury was more
grotesque than even the Hagfishes.The crimson and black pigments of his body had faded,
never to be refreshed, as had the gray cavernous backdrop behind him—and the words below
the Fury’s clawed feet:Why do you hold a razor in one hand?So men remember that I am sharp
as any edge.And why do you hold broken glass in the other?So men remember that I am always
watching.“And this,” Merik murmured to himself, “is who that woman mistook me for.” This was
the monster she had seen when she’d looked upon him.He turned to the Fury’s empty urn.
Always empty, for no one wished to accidentally attract his eye, lest they too be judged.Outside
the temple, the storm finally broke. Rain clattered down, loud enough for Merik to hear. Yet when
he glanced back toward the columns, expecting to find people rushing in for shelter, he found
only a single figure loping inside. She dripped water to the flagstones with each of her long



steps.Cam. Merik’s only ally.“Dried lamb?” she called once she was close enough. Her voice
echoed off the granite flagstones. Like Merik, she wore a hooded tan coat atop her beige shirt
and black trousers—all of it homespun, all of it filthy. “The meat’s not too wet.”Merik forced
himself to summon a glare. To scold: “What have I said about stealing?”“Does that mean,” she
began, her black eyes glittering with lamp-lit mischief, “that you don’t want it? I can always save it
for myself, you know.”Merik wrested it from her grip. Hunger, he had learned, beat morality every
time.“S’what I thought.” A gloating grin split her face, stretching the white patches on her brown
cheek. “Even dead men gotta eat.”Cam’s whole body was speckled with those swaths of white
skin. Down the right side of her neck they spanned, stretching onto her left forearm, her right
hand. Obvious, if one was looking; invisible if one wasn’t.Merik had certainly never looked
before. He’d never been able to recall her name—she’d simply been the new recruit. Then again,
he hadn’t known she was a girl either. She’d looked the part of a ship’s boy on the Jana, and
she’d played it well enough too.Not once had Merik commented on Cam’s sex though. And since
she seemed determined to keep her secret, he had continued to address her as “boy.” After all,
what did it really matter in the end? She was the one who had stayed behind while the rest of the
crew went to the village of Noden’s Gift.My gut told me you weren’t dead, she’d explained to
Merik, so I searched and searched and searched until I found you.“Are the streets safe, boy?” he
asked through a mouthful of tough meat. The lamb had been smoked too long.“Hye,” Cam
mumbled through her own full jowls. “Though no thanks to you, sir. The Royal Forces are all riled
up. Which”—she tore off another bite with vicious emphasis—“is why you should’ve let me come
along.”Merik huffed a sigh. He and Cam had exchanged this same argument at least once a day
since the explosion. Each time Merik had slunk into a small village to find supplies or gone
hunting along the riverbanks for supper, Cam had begged to join. Each time, Merik had
refused.“If you’d been there,” Merik countered, “then the Royal Forces would be hunting you now
too.”“Not a chance, sir.” Cam swatted the air with her lamb strip. “If I’d been with you, I’d have
kept watch, see? Then that pickpocket wouldn’t have nabbed this…” She fished a flimsy coin
purse from her coat and dangled it before Merik’s nose. “Did you even notice someone had
picked your pocket, sir?”Merik swore under his breath. Then he snatched it from her. “I had not
noticed, and how did you get it back?”“Same way I get everything.” She wiggled her fingers at
him. The glistening, jagged scar on the edge of her left hand shone.As Cam relayed how she’d
enjoyed Merik’s adventure from a nearby rooftop, he settled in to the familiar rhythm of her
storytelling. Unfiltered, uncultured, unabashed—that was how Cam spoke. Dragging out words
for effect or lowering her voice to a tense, terrifying whisper.For the past two weeks, the girl had
talked endlessly. And for the past two weeks, Merik had listened. In fact, more often than not,
Merik had found himself clinging to those moments when he could lose himself in Cam’s voice.
When he could ride the crests and waves of her story and forget, for just a few breaths, that his
life had been swept away by hell-waters.“The streets are crawling with soldiers now, sir. But,”
Cam finished, flashing one of her easy smiles, “with the rain going like this, I can get us into Old
Town unseen. You gotta finish eating first, though.”“Hye, hye,” he muttered, and though he would



have preferred to savor the feel of food down his gullet—Noden’s breath, it had been so long—
Merik choked down the final smoky mouthful of lamb. Then he pushed to his feet and offered a
gruff, “Lead the way, boy. Lead the way.”* * *Vivia Nihar stood before the Battle Room’s
massive doors, the grain in the pale, unpainted oak blurring like the clouds that gathered
outside. Voices hummed through, serious and low.No regrets, she thought, tugging at her navy
frock coat’s sleeves. Just keep moving. She smoothed her blouse underneath. It was the same
set of phrases she thought each morning upon waking. The same phrases she had to recite to
get through the day, through the difficult decisions. Through the hole that lived forever just
behind her breastbone.No regrets, keep moving … Where is the footman? The princess of
Nubrevna was not meant to open her own blighted door. Especially not when all thirteen vizers
of the High Council waited on the other side, judging her every move.All day long, she was
hounded by palace staff or city officials or sycophantic nobility. Yet now, when she actually
needed someone to help her, no one was near.With a frown twitching on her lips, Vivia squinted
at a patch of light at the end of the long, dark hall. Two silhouettes fought to close the enormous
doors—a sign that the clouds outside would soon thicken to a storm.Oh, hang it. Vivia had too
much to do to wait for footmen and thunderheads. As the king always said, Sitting still is a quick
path to madness.The oak creaked; the hinges groaned; the vizers in the long hall silenced. Then
Vivia was inside, and thirteen pairs of eyes were shifting from the single long table at the room’s
center …To her. Just staring like fools, every one of them.“What?” She let the doors groan shut
behind her. “Did Noden answer my prayers? Have the Hagfishes finally claimed your
tongues?”One of the vizers choked. Eleven snapped their gazes away. And one—the one who
always opposed Vivia the most—simply picked at a hangnail.Vizer Serrit Linday. Ever
unimpressed. Ever unamused. Ever an urchin spine in Vivia’s heel.Her fingers curled, heat rising
up her arms. She sometimes wondered if this might be the famed Nihar temper that her father so
desperately wanted her to have.But no. No, it wasn’t. The flame was already dying, her mask
already teetering at the edges. Just keep moving.She set off for the head of the table, clicking
her boot heels extra loud, extra hard on the flagstones. Let them think she was reining in her
temper.Clouded sunlight sifted into the Battle Room through a single glass window. It beamed
onto the limp banners from generations past and highlighted just how much dust coated
everything.One of the window’s dozen panes was broken and boarded up, leaving Vivia with a
crude shadow to march through before reaching the table’s head.Six of the vizers saluted at her
as she stalked by; seven did not.Resistance. That was all Vivia ever met these days, and her
brother had been the worst of them. He had argued her every command and questioned her
every move.Well, at least he was no longer a problem. Now, if only the High Council would join
him.Will she become her mother, the vizers all wondered, the queen by blood but with madness
in her head? Or will she become her father, the Nihar vizer who now rules as regent and for
whom command comes as easily as breath?Vivia already knew the answer. She knew it
because she’d decided long ago to be a Nihar through and through. She would never become
her mother. She would never let madness and darkness claim her. She would be the ruler the



High Council expected.She just had to keep acting. Keep moving. A little bit longer, and with no
looking back. No regrets. For even if the High Council finally handed over the title she was born
to, they could always snatch it back—just as they had done to her mother in those final days
thirteen years ago.Vivia reached the end of the table, with its worn finish and chipped corners.
Thick vellum maps covered the time-pocked surface. Nubrevna, the Sirmayans, the Hundred
Isles—all of the Witchlands could be examined at the stretch of an arm.Right now, maps of the
city lay open with fat rocks weighing down the curling edges. Curse them. The bastards had
started the meeting without her.From war to waste removal, nothing happened without the High
Council’s input. Yet all final decisions fell to the King Regent.Or now, since Serafin rarely left his
bed, the final decisions fell to Vivia.“Princess,” Serrit Linday crooned, leaning onto the table.
Even though he was only a few months older than Vivia’s twenty-three years, he wore old-
fashioned robes. The kind Marstoki scholars and ancient spinsters favored, and like all Lindays,
he wore the Witchmark of a Plantwitch on the back of his hand—a hand he was currently flexing
as he rapped impatiently at the table.“We were just discussing your plans to repair the dam, and
we feel it best to wait. At least until after the funeral. The dam has lasted several years—what will
a few more matter?”Pretentious prick. Now Vivia’s temper was actually sparking, although she
kept her face bored.To think that she and this vizer had ever been friends growing up. The Serrit
she’d played with as a child was now Vizer Linday, and in less than a year, since replacing his
deceased father on the council, Linday had become the worst of the thirteen noblemen standing
before Vivia.Noblemen. Every single one of them male. It shouldn’t have been that way, of
course. The Lindays, Quintays, Sotars, and Eltars all had female heirs … who conveniently never
wanted to leave their lands. Oh, but can’t our brothers/husbands/sons go instead?No. That was
what Vivia would say once she was queen. Whoever bears the vizerial bloodline stands at this
table. But until then, Vivia had to live with the yes passed down by her great-grandfather.“Now,
Your Highness,” Linday went on, offering a smooth smile around the table, “I ran the calculations
as requested, and the numbers are very clear. Lovats simple cannot support any more people.”“I
don’t recall asking for calculations.”“Because you didn’t.” Linday’s smile widened into something
crocodilian. “It was the Council that requested it.”“Highness,” came another voice. Squeaky in a
way that only Vizer Eltar could produce. Vivia swung her gaze to the rotund man. “The more
people who enter the city, the more we vizers must shrink our portions—which is impossible! We
all have our families and staff arriving for the prince’s funeral, and at our current rations, I cannot
keep my own beloved family fed.”Vivia sighed. “More food is coming, Eltar.”“You said that last
week!” he squealed. “And now the funeral is in six days! How will we provide food for the
city?”“Additionally,” piped up Vizer Quihar, “the more people we allow in, the more likely we are to
let enemies into our midst. Until we know who killed the prince, we must close the Sentries and
keep newcomers out.”This earned a chorus of agreements from around the table. Only one man
stayed silent: the barrel-chested, black-skinned Vizer Sotar. He was also the only man with a
fully operational brain in this entire room.He flung Vivia a sympathetic wince now, and she found
it … well, more welcome than she cared to admit. He was so much like his daughter Stacia, who



served as Vivia’s first mate. And were Stix here right now—were this Vivia’s ship and Vivia’s crew
—Stix would lash out at these weak-willed vizers instantly. Mercilessly. She had the temper that
Nubrevnan men respected most.But Stix was inspecting the city’s watchtowers today, like a
good first mate, while Vivia was trapped inside, watching slimy Serrit Linday quieting the vizers
with a wave.“I have a proposition for the High Council. And for you, Your Highness.”Vivia rolled
her eyes. “Of course you do.”“The Purists have offered us food and the use of their compounds.
Across Nubrevna and beyond.” He motioned to a map that Vizer Eltar was so conveniently
unrolling at the perfect moment. “Our people could be safe, even beyond our borders, if the need
arose.”Sotar cleared his throat, and in a sound like stone on stone, he declared, “Placing our
people outside Nubrevna is called invasion, Linday.”“Not to mention”—Vivia planted her hands
on the table—“there must be some cost to this. No one—not even ‘noble’ Purists—act for free.”
Even as she voiced this argument, though, Vivia found herself staring at the unfurled map.It was
a simple outline of the Witchlands, but paint had been dripped wherever enemy forces were
closest to Nubrevna. Yellow for Marstok, speckling the east and south. Black for Cartorra,
scattered in the west. Blue for Dalmotti, gathering in southern waters.And finally red, thick as
blood, for the Baedyed and Red Sails pirates circling Saldonica and the Raider King’s armies,
still far to the north … for now. Heavy rains kept the Sirmayan Mountains water choked and
uncrossable.Come winter, that might change.Vivia dragged her eyes from the map. From all
those colors and all the senseless death that they might one day become. “What do the Purists
want, Vizer Linday? What is the price for their food and their walls?”“Soldiers.”“No.” The word
boomed from Vivia’s throat. Explosive as a firepot. Yet as she straightened, sweeping her gaze
across the table, there was no missing the interest that had settled over the Council. A collective
relaxing of vizerial faces.They had known what Linday planned to propose; they’d agreed to it
long ago.Serrit Linday ought to be castrated for this.Vivia tossed a look at her only ally and found
Sotar’s dark face withdrawn. Disgusted. He, at least, was as surprised as Vivia by this turn of
political sidestepping.“The Purists,” Vivia said, “will turn our people against the use of magic.”
She launched right to march around the table. “They consider magic a sin, yet magic—witches!
—are the one thing that have kept Nubrevna safe and independent. You, Linday, are a
Plantwitch! Yet you see no problem in giving our citizens and our soldiers to the Purists?”Linday
smirked as Vivia strode past, but other than a slight tipping back of his head, he offered no
response.“What about your family’s Stonewitchery, Quihar? Or your son’s Glamourwitchery,
Eltar? Or your wife’s Voicewitchery?” On and on she went, until she’d reminded every single
vizer of the witches that mattered most to them.Each imbecile Vivia passed, though, was
suddenly quite interested in the state of his cuffs. Or his fingernails. Or some stain on the wall
that only he could see.Until Vivia was back at the head of the table. Then, it would seem, tiny
Vizer Eltar suddenly found his testicles, for he piped up with, “At least if our people are with the
Purists, it is fewer mouths to feed at the prince’s funeral.”For a moment, those words knocked
around in Vivia’s skull. Prince. Funeral. They were a meaningless descant to the beat that
thumped in her ribcage.Then the words settled like sand in a tidal pool, and Vivia gripped the



nearest map. Crushed it in a white-knuckled grip. This feeling she did not have to fake, for only a
week ago she’d argued against that funeral with every breath inside her. A waste of expenses,
she’d shouted. A waste of precious materials, people, and time! The dam needs fixing and the
people need feeding!The Council hadn’t listened, though. Nor had her father. Of course not.
Merik had been everyone’s favorite. He’d had the Nihar rage, and he’d had the good sense to be
born a man. Easy, easy—that was how Merik’s life had always been. No resistance. Whatever
he’d wanted, he’d gotten.Even his death had been easy.Before Vivia could offer more choice
words on the funeral, Linday chimed in, “You make an excellent point, Eltar. We must properly
honor the dead, and we cannot do so with this many people in the city.”Hagfishes claim him.
Now that Vivia considered it—really considered it—castration was much too good for Linday. He
deserved to be drawn, quartered, eviscerated, and then burned until none of his rotten core
remained.“Besides,” he went on, more animated now that he held the room’s attention, “all of our
families will soon arrive for the funeral. We should not have to skim our own portions to feed a
city overrun—”Instantly. Mercilessly.Water erupted from the pitcher at the center of the table.
Thirteen perfect coils of it, one for each vizer—even Vizer Sotar.“Enough.” Vivia’s voice was low,
and the water locked in place mere inches from each man’s throat. Half had their eyes squeezed
shut, and the other half were twisting away. “No Purists. Ever. Food is on the way, and we will
continue to allow Nubrevnans into the city.
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Samantha Smith, “Five Bright and Shiny Stars!. Holy hell-gates and 'rupting firepots! Where do I
begin?I read forty-five books in 2016, friends. FORTY-FIVE. Of those, Windwitch was HANDS
DOWN my favorite. It was also one of the most expertly crafted. (I will die on that hill. Read it, and
you will, too.) Here's why.1) The World-BuildingWowowowowowowow. Guuuuuuuyyys. I know
that calling anything "original" these days is rather pointless. I mean, we can all agree that
nothing is truly original. And certainly, originality should never be an artist's foremost aim lest he
or she never begin. But "original" is the very first word that comes to mind when I think of the
world-building in this series. This multi-layered world is masterfully crafted and revealed to the
reader. Every new revelation, while being delightfully unexpected, feels effortless and right -
never forced, never jarring. The result is a world easily entered and not-so-easily exited. I
suspect it'll be several days yet before the sights and sounds and stakes of the Witchlands
cease to color my everyday. (I'm pretty sure I thanked God for Aeduan in my mealtime prayer this
evening. Surely, He understands.)2) The CharactersSusan Dennard is a queen of crafting
character. I observed this in my reading of her Something Strange and Deadly series and now,
too, in my reading of Truthwitch and Windwitch. Her characters are multi-dimensional - each with
his or her own history and voice and flaws and motivations, each with his or her own way of
seeing himself or herself and the world in which he or she lives. Safi and Iseult and Merik and
Aeduan (and so many of the not-so-minor characters that we meet in Windwitch) transcend the
page. They are real. They are knowable. Furthermore, I've noticed that I've a new tendency to
curse like Safi, to make connections like Iseult, to model Merik's nobility and Aeduan's
confidence - not because these characters are perfect or powerful in ways that I am not and
wish to be; but because they breathe, they move, they act, they are transformed in ways that are
true to who they are. This truthfulness is what I most desire to see and what I most appreciate in
characters. Susan's talent is unique in that all of her characters are crafted with it; and, too, her
narrative is propelled by it.3) The PlotI read Windwitch in two sittings - two because THE
STAKES and THE FEELS and MY HEART. (In other words, my being able to re-inhabit this world
demanded that I step away and, well, breathe.) This series is action-packed, and there is so
much on the line. Heck, you don't even know what all is on the line until that line is irreparably
weathered and frayed, and OH LOOK SCISSORS! This narrative takes your heart in its hands
and proceeds to squeeze it like a stress ball until it's this ragged and miserable-looking thing that
will never ever be the same - no matter how many tubs of chocolatey chocolate ice cream you
eat, no matter how many times you watch Bridget Jones's Diary.... Just have a friend on-call,
okay? Preferably someone who's read Windwitch. (*points to self* I'm here for you.) And have a
calendar nearby so you can count the days till Bloodwitch.Speaking of Bloodwitch... I NEEEEED
IT. I NEED IT NOWWWWW.In summary, Windwitch is an action-packed, high-stakes, soul-
crushing (in the best possible way) sequel. It's the kind of book that demands to be re-read and
treasured, the kind of book that you will buy for all of your friends (because there is no way you're



loaning out your copy), the kind of book that reminds you of the power of words to immerse, to
inspire, to transform. I crazy-loved it!FIVE BRIGHT AND SHINY STARS!!!!”

Kylie, “Better witch a second read!. Windwitch is a book that I find I enjoy a lot more with each
read and with time. Upon originally reading, I found many of the characters frustrating and woe-
is-me. The emphasis on miscommunication as plot device was irritating and many of the plot
twists were out of left field and just plain bizarre. It seemed like a harsh departure from the
whimsical, adventurous, and mythic feminist story of Truthwitch.Following the release of
Sightwitch (#2.5), much of my concerns with the actual plot of Windwitch vanished—and I
personally highly recommend reading Sightwitch as a prequel to the series (though this does
spoil a rather significant event/reveal). The deeper understanding of the world is, in my opinion,
essential to understand the entire "Fury" plot. (view spoiler)That said, time (and Bloodwitch) has
also allowed me to appreciate Merik's arc more. I have only seen a YA novel take on masculinity/
patriarchy through the lens of a powerful/princely male lead with any success once before
(Kristin Cashore's Fire)—and I was originally unsatisfied with Windwitch. I now find myself
appreciative of just how long he is convinced he is doing the right and righteous thing before his
ego comes crashing down. I especially love that the abrupt and tidy ending of this transformation
in Windwitch is immediately complicated and expanded upon in Bloodwitch.Vivia's plot is
somewhat more grating to me—though her slides forward and back in confidence are realistic
and relatable... they are also rather repetitive. Her character is cluttered and doesn't ever truly
find clarity until the very end of the novel (which is then walked back on in Bloodwitch). She
floats between genuine secondary character and more of a tertiary/side character in a way that's
rather uncomfortable. I enjoy her romance with Stix a lot, but it is somewhat grating that the only
queer leads receive a markedly different and less physical tension.My absolute favorite aspect
of Windwitch is the quality of "myth" it takes on. The repetition of both the Fury's poem and the
Fool Brother Filip/Blind Brother Daret builds on the rhythms of Truthwitch (Initiate. Complete.,
Blood. Witch., Eridysi's Lament, etc) and pushes the series further into the stylings of a mythic
retelling. In the end, what could be a cheesy, campy ending feels very right and much bigger.
The themes are then built on in Sightwitch and Bloodwitch to really compliment that feeling of
people/stories feeling older than they are.My biggest complaint in this novel is the handling of
Cam's character. Though I ultimately enjoy (view spoiler) the result involves misgendering the
only trans character in the novel for nearly the entire story. I don't know how it could be changed,
but it definitely didn't (and doesn't) sit right.”

Books by Becci, “Definitely recommend this!. This is the sequel to Truthwitch-which i loved. Two
strong and likeable female leads and a good mix of supporting characters. Windwitch added a
third main female character in Meriks sister, who was again, strong but different from Iseult and
Safi and it was nice to see the other side of the story from Meriks.Great plot, lots of diversity in
the characters (which i'm seeing in a lot of books at the moment-which is great) this book had a



lesbian and trans plot lines as well as one character having Vitiligo. (Something I haven't seen in
a book yet)Only negative I have is that the book is written from different characters view points
and throughout most of the book you are following 5 separate story lines which was too much.
Other books I've read keep it to 3 which i find, makes a better read. None of the storylines were
boring however,  just too many (for me!)”

Kayleigh, “loved this book. I love the witchland series! They feel much more grown up than some
of the other YA fictions I've read. I loved how this series doesn't completely focus on romance
and how it follows everyone around. It was great to learn more about what happened after the
first book and it was just an enjoyable sequeal. I can't wait to read more from this series. The
characters are really interesting and each have their own merits. The story transitioned between
characters really easily and it was interesting to see how the main plot was unfolding for each
despite not being in a group together.”

Charlotte Breedon, “Brilliant sequel.. I really enjoyed truthwitch. It was a brilliant book. A unique
story, full of action and magic. I really looked forward to the sequel, windwitch, and it's brilliant.
Can't wait for the final book! Interesting characters, magic and adventures. There's no boring bits
in these books... the ideas are so interesting and unique, difficult to do in a very thoroughly
explored genre. Brilliant.”

Rhydygwin, “Solid sequel. Gets a bit lost in the middle. I enjoyed book 1. There was less effort
here at building characters and the narrative in the three main threads got too similar - so I got
confused between the Safi and Iseult storylines. Plus it's hard to tell where they are without
looking at the map and even then it is an effort.On plus side the characters are quite engaging
and there is an interesting ambiguity - not clear who the real baddies are. Worth a read
definitely. Looking forward to next one.”

Washbag, “Engaging and enjoyable. Well paced and a rich background you will enjoy this and
come back for more. Already bought the next instalment.”

The book by Susan Dennard has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 596 people have provided feedback.
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